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What are GK(Vm,t) and GNa(Vm,t)?

à Physiological data suggests Na+ activates and then 
inactivates while K+ simply activates (based upon Vm)



m – sodium activation

h – sodium inactivation

n – potassium activation

à First order kinectics



Hodgkin & Huxley assumed 
(serendipitously?):

à First order kinectics

Then this becomes a fitting exercise 
(nonlinear regression) to obtain the 
various constants:



à Fast Na+ activation

à Slower Na+ deactivation and K+ activation



Figure 4.26
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Summary: HH Equations





Two (possible) Ways to Solve HH Eqns.

assume no spatial
dependence

assume wave-like
solution

2nd order ODE

2. Propagated APs

1. Membrane APs (space-
clamped) 

To reduce solving a PDE, simplifying assumptions 
can be made to reduce to an ODE

1st order ODE



Kutz (2013)

Idea: Since equations tell us how things change, numerically integrate to find solution(s) 

Approximation:

Review point
How does one numerically solve ODEs?

(numerically) Solving HH Eqns.



Kutz (2013)

Idea: Since equations tell us how things change, numerically integrate to find solution(s) 

Starting point: Euler’s method



Ø ‘Higher order’ methods improve in a similar fashion to Riemann sums, for example: 

Runge-Kutta (RK)

§ Euler à LEFT
§ Modified Euler à MID
§ Improved Euler à TRAP

Ø Most popular RK method is the ‘fourth order’ (RK4) and is equivalent to SIMP:

Devries 
(1994)
Kutz (2013)



SoftCell numerically 
integrates the ODEs 
(e.g., Euler method, Runge-Kutta)

Review point
How does one numerically solve ODEs?

(numerically) Solving HH Eqns.



https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brunsviga_Maschinenwerke



Membrane APs (space-clamped)



Propagated APs

à Solutions only stable for appropriate choice    
of conduction velocity
(think back to cable model; Cm matters!)





Propagated APs

Model
Solutions

stimulus



Four phases:

1. Local disturbance due to capacitance
(behaves like cable model)  

2. Onset: Vm change triggers m
(increased GNa take Vm with it)  

3. Falloff:  h turns off, n turns on
(both work to lower Vm back towards Vk ,
basis for absolute refractory period)  

4. Undershoot: increased Gk pushes Vm
beyond Vo

m
(basis for relative refractory period)  

Space-clamp

Note: Membrane current (JM) can be parsed 
up into two components: a capacitive 
current (JC) and an ionic current (Jion)



Ex.



Ex. (ANSWERS)

True

False

False




